
#HOPEOVERHURT
LOVE IS OUR ARSENAL 





Hope Over Hurt

Hope Over Hurt is a global outreach and missionary 
ministry. We aspire to give people hope over their 

present or past hurt.The Goal is to bring souls together 
through Love and Service. We are charged to be the 

hands and feet of Christ! His Holy Commission is our 
greatest focus. What began as a sensational cross-

country road trip to heal broken hearts, comfort gun 
violence victims, has now transitioned into a ministry to 

serve the world. 



Wendi J. Turner

The Visionary Founder

 + 

Inspirational Architect

 + 

Eternal Life Coach 

Founder Wendi J. Turner has inspired a movement of 
action to meet people and their needs worldwide. 
After driving 6,333 miles alone, Wendi returned to 

Houston, Texas on fire for the work to be done. 
Alongside the Hope Over Hurt Prayer Team, there is 
one commission, LOVE. We are living in troubling 

times and this world deserves the hope promised in 
the holy book. While Wendi teaches Christian-Based 
Life Skills, the ministry welcomes and covers ANY 

and all faiths and walks of life. 



Global Outreach

Hope Over Hurt Ministries meets 
daily via the global prayer call. 

Reaching countries as far as Saudi 
Arabia, Nigeria, Jamaica, Canada and 

Australia. This call is translated in 
three languages: Spanish, French and 

Arabic! The HOH Family has 
witnessed testimony after testimony 
as a result of prayers and faith-filled 
conversations. From full recovery of 

two aneurysm victims, domestic 
violence victories, to the restoration 
of failing marriages, hope is coming 

back to the hearts of many.



LOVEMOBILE
An RV or Bus for travel within the United States and bordering countries to do local 

missions work. Traveling to aid socio economic issues plaguing the communities that are 
less served. The mobile unit would house supplies like food and water, communion and 
basic needs like shoes underwear, tshirts, socks, clothes for an interview. It is our hope to 

bring the LoveMobile out as requested to service major and minor moments to benefit 
those that need it most.



PAUL'S PROM
This is a Celebration for young adults with terminal illnesses. No matter 

your age, if you have a terminal illness, we want to dress you up, gift you 
with gowns and tuxedos and celebrate LIFE! 



THE LIVING WATER WELL

Clean Drinking Water Wells on Every Continent and Country In Between

Drinking water is something most of us take for granted daily.

Clean drinking water is definitely a luxury. We have already began our water mission in Kenya! We want to continue these 
efforts with our Living Water Campaign. If you are another organization looking to partner with us, to see clear drinking 

water stations flourish in these corners of the world, join us! Living Water is available to all. 



PRAYER + PASSPORT PROGRAM

Missions to go forth worldwide featuring prayer and inspiration. Quarterly missions filled with interfaith prayer sessions. 



HOPE STATIONS
Building Corrugated Metal HOPE STATIONS in twelve cities

The vision of places for people to seek refuge and ministry assistance is a vision of

 This ministry that can offer tangible resources to those that need it most. We hope it will be a beacon of light on every city.  



HOH NETWORK
Reaching 7.4 Billion Souls Around the Globe with the Mission of Love via 

A Faith Based Cable Television Network

We believe this is such a powerful ministry that the air waves need it. People around the world tune in to a broken social media signal daily 
because they feel the Hope. Imagine Radio, Television and the Internet where there is no barrier, just  clear communication to empower the 

Least and the Lost. 



Date

HUNGR BOX
 Food + Personal Item Vending Machines 

We all know that the staggering statistics of  the homeless and hungry of each city are growing daily. . Often underfunded 
everywhere are the efforts to feed these people. This program allows restaurants with excess to allow repackaging for the 
access of the homeless. We put together meals daily and distribute them to these machines. The machine will also have a 

resource line where they can get information on affordable housing, jobs, healthcare and church services. 



“love is our arsenal"

–Wendi J. Turner


